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MEETING NOTES
Co-chairs Eliot Borenstein and Una Chaudhuri welcomed the committee and updated members on their
efforts to finalize a committee recommendation with regard to coordinated hiring and tenure review. While
the previous draft Report on Coordinated Hiring and Promotion Review Across the Global Network was
based on multiple conversations and varied input, they have since become aware of several issues that
will require additional consideration.
Chaudhuri noted that she and Borenstein sent the committee two documents in preparation for this
meeting: a revision of their most recent draft Report on Coordinated Hiring and Promotion Review Across
the Global Network, and a draft proposal of revisions to the policy concerning the Global Network
Professor title, which is closely related to issues of coordinated hiring. She believes the committee needs
more time to air the proposal within the larger faculty community before finalizing their report and
recommendation.
New issues to consider:
-

There is a great disparity between different New York departments’ practices around third-year
reviews. Some departments (for example, the sciences) fully participate in third-year reviews,
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-

-

which makes for easier tenure review. Other departments are less disciplined in conducting thirdyear reviews, and those portal faculty are therefore at a disadvantage when reviewed for tenure.
NYU AD has its own promotion and tenure (P & T) committee, which reviews all cases before the
Provost makes a recommendation. It differs from New York’s P & T committee in that it is Abu
Dhabi-wide, and is made up of some NYU senior faculty and some faculty from other institutions
(i.e. Harvard). The existence of the committee and its composition is not well-known by portal
faculty.
Tenure cases at NYU AD go from the faculty review committee, to the relevant New York
department, and then to the NYU AD P & T committee; at no point do all tenured faculty at NYU
AD review the case. If New York departments are removed from the process, as was proposed,
no faculty group (other than the faculty review committee) will hear cases, which considerably
increases the power of the dean. This is due, in part, to the lack of departments in the portals.
Programs frequently cannot function like departments in tenure review because they are too
small, with too few senior faculty.

Borenstein noted that, on the one hand, the lack of traditional department structure in the portals is
wonderful for collaboration; on the other, departments at universities of NYU’s caliber function as the
main hedge against administrative overreach. The portals were designed to be run easily, and some have
always worried that portal faculties are more subject to decanal dictates. By changing the coordinated
hiring process, this could become more likely. A committee member noted that in the Liberal Studies
program, promotion from clinical to full professor is determined by an external committee chosen by the
deans of FAS and Liberal Studies, and Liberal Studies faculty are not involved.
Chaudhuri proposed that, rather than advancing a proposal right away, the committee issue a progress
report to a wider group of faculty that presents all the committee’s findings, with a point-by-point
discussion of the pros and cons of two models for revision of the “Both/And” policy. This report would be
sent to all chairs at the Square who have participated in coordinated hiring, and all NYU AD faculty. She
could also present this information at Sunday’s faculty forum in NYU AD. Borenstein added that he would
reach out to a former member of the committee from NYU SH so that the NYU SH faculty can be updated
as well. Based on feedback from faculty, the committee could reach a final decision and recommendation.
A committee member thanked the co-chairs for their work on this and noted that, from the perspective of
NYU SH faculty, P & T there is similar to the process at NYU AD, except that the committee is staffed
entirely by internal NYU SH faculty. There seems to be movement towards a traditional departmental
structure in NYU SH, and he cannot see any attempts by administrators to outsource administrative
tasks.
Another committee member noted that the NYU AD P & T committee was specifically formed because of
a problem during an early tenure review at the portal. Chaudhuri added that the committee itself seems
excellent, but its composition is not well-known among local faculty.
A committee member asked whether these questions could lead the committee into a faculty governance
conversation outside of its purview, and whether that could be avoided. Is the committee presuming that
the portals’ structures do not satisfy the needs of the portals? Chaudhuri said that the coordinated hiring
model was partly revised because of the structure of the portals. Borenstein added that low numbers of
senior faculty were a factor too.
A committee member noted that there are different cultures at different schools, which should be taken
into account before the committee makes any proposals or recommendations. Another committee
member noted that it will be critical to air this out and get input from as many faculty as possible. If third
year reviews are not happening for all faculty, that is a serious problem; junior faculty should have a very
transparent third-year review process. Chaudhuri responded that junior faculty do have third-year
reviews, but the role played by NYU NY departments is not always clear. A committee member in Abu
Dhabi clarified that when they spoke to faculty, they learned that there is some discrepancy in how
expectations for third year reviews are communicated.
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Another committee member suggested that asking for feedback on “proposals” at this stage might be
premature; perhaps they should continue to gather information, and use what they learn to inform any
future proposals. Chaudhuri agreed that they should put forward a few “models,” rather than proposals.
Another committee member suggested that the P & T committees in NYU AD and NYU SH might have
feedback as well. Chaudhuri said she would ask NYU AD Provost Fabio Piano and NYU SH Provost
Joanna Waley-Cohen if they would review the document too. Borenstein agreed with this, and pointed out
that they might need the university administration to facilitate connection with those external faculty on the
NYU AD P & T committee.
Chaudhuri said that she and Borenstein will send the progress report document to participating
department chairs this week, and she will discuss the issue with NYU AD faculty at the forum on Sunday.
A committee member noted that after the report goes out to chairs, the committee should nudge their
colleagues to respond promptly with their feedback.
Chaudhuri noted that with the end of the year approaching, some committee members will be rotating off.
She is happy to remain on the committee, but plans to step down as chair. We will review this at the next
meeting. Borenstein added that committee members should think about who would be a good co-chair.
He would also be willing to step down if the committee thinks it best. A member suggested that he stay on
this year to ensure stability in the chair transition.
At 9:45, the meeting ended.
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